**SmartKiosk** was born with a precise, declared mission: putting the customer exactly in the middle of his project and drawing evolved, functional and stylish kiosk solutions around him. The objective is to transform ideas into projects, projects into reality.

**SmartKiosk** designs and manufactures smart kiosks, able to give form and life to the customers’ specific needs, through a product that meets the highest expectations, enhances visual impact and surprises for its reliability.

Our Kiosk solutions are used effectively to support multiple needs: information, operational data collection, strategic support, in promotion and digital signage environments, and naturally in outdoor and unattended places.

**SmartKiosk** Italy is an Italian company founded by an enthusiastic and energetic team with high experience and specialization in kiosks, projected in Europe and worldwide thanks to its technical ability to interpret, develop and produce smart and custom kiosk solutions.

---

**STANDARD KIOSK**

Standard Informational and operating Indoor Kiosk

**DIGITAL SIGNAGE**

Indoor Kiosk

**OUTDOOR KIOSK SOLUTIONS**

Outdoor Kiosk Solutions
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SmartKiosk Italy S.r.l.
Via Puglie, 7 - Z. ind. Gello
56025 Pontedera (PI)
www.smartkiosk.eu

Stefano De Liso: +39 334 6031230
Sales: +39 0587 695152
sales@smartkiosk.eu
skype: stefano_dl